Color and Appearance Division
Minutes - Executive Committee Meeting
September 10, 1970 - Cleveland, Ohio

Present: Longley, W. V.
         Simpson, J. E.
         Komar, L. C.
         Reeve, T. B.
         Zabel, R. H.
         Charvat, R. A.

1. Review of August '70 Newsletter - H. F. Schwarz to replace J. Dickenson as Editor. Aug. '70 Issue compiled by W. V. Longley. $58.00 expended in mailing Newsletter to SPE non-members (420); 395 mailed to SPE members - not all CAD members. See Minutes of Bd. of Directors Meeting on 9/10/70 regarding comments for Newsletter future contents.

2. Technical Program Status - for addition information, see 9/10/70 Minutes of Bd. of Dir. Meeting.
   NATEC - '70 - No further work required
   RETEC - '71 - Satisfactorily in progress
   ANTEC - '71 - ½ session scheduled. Chairman of Tech. Program Comm. to be replaced. Emil Albanese of Sun Chemical contacted for this position (Ref.: Memo to Charvat by W. V. Longley - 9/16/70).


4. Board Nominations - Ballot form to be available at 1/71 Meeting. See 9/10/70 Bd. of Dir. Minutes.

5. Next Meeting - January 5, 1971, at the Statler Hilton Hotel - Cleveland, Ohio.

L. C. Komar
Secretary - CAD-SPE
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